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Foreign Policy DBQ 

As the United States struggled to become a world power, and as a changing world stage 
threatened its founding ideals, the foreign policy goals of the Untied States began to shift. First in 
the Spanish American War, then in the Philipine American war, and into World War I, the 
changing policies of the United States was apparent. As shown through documents such as the 
Roosevelt Corollary, it was clear that the United State’s foreign policy was beginning to change 
from one that favored isolationists to one that was more internationalist. Then when the world 
plummeted into war again, the Untied State’s foreign policy shifted once more. This time the U.S 
was successfully able to accomplish almost all of their new foregin policy goals, like ending the 
spread of facism, ensuring Untied States protection, and stopping the spread of communism, 
during 1940 to 1955. 

Upon entry into World War II, the United States was able to accomplish its goal of 
ending facism and ensuring the safety of the United States. These goals were not united from the 
start of the conflict, however. As seen in the document one, there were differing opinions over 
how the US should handle the growing conflict over seas. The artists of this document supports 
the internationalist point of view, saying that the conflict abroad is just as important as any 
conflict that could be happening in the United States. Others, called isolationists, believed that 
the US should not get involved in conflicts that don’t directly effect the United States. These 
divided opinions united, however, after the bombing of pearl harbor. In December of 1941, the 
United States declared war on Japan (source two) and officially entered the war. Their purpose in 
entering the war was both to protect the United States from any further harm and to put an end to 
facism. In the senators point of view the only way to protect the United States from further 
attacks would be to enter the war. This is why the vote to enter the war was only one vote shy of 
being unanimous. After entering the war, the US was able to successfully accomplish its goal. 
Italy, Germany, and Japan all eventually fell and facism was defeated. However, the safety of the 
United States was still in jeopardy after the World War because of the emergence of a military 
power house that was lead under a government of communism - Russia. As shown in document 
three, even during World War II, when the US and USSR were supposed to be on the same side, 
the United States didn’t fully trust Russia. This General realized that after Germany was defeated 
there would no longer be a strong european country to stand up to Russia. This revelation scared 
the General enough send a letter warning the president. His worries turned out to be accurate 
because shortly after the end of World War II, the Cold War began. 

Following World War II, and throughout the entirety of the Cold War, the US was mostly 
able to accomplish its goal of stopping the spread of communism and protecting the Untied 
States. Russia, which had now been invaded by Germany twice, decided that it needed a 
“communist buffer” around its western border. This meant that surrounding countries would 



need to convert to communism. In both Greece and Turkey, this meant a proxy war would begin. 
The United States then issued the Truman Doctrine (source 4). The purpose behind this idea was 
to provide the government of Greece and Turkey enough money and resources to defeat the 
communist uprisings in their country. In their point of view, if some of the surrounding countries 
fell to communism than due to the “domino theory” many more countries would fall. In these 
two countries, however, the aid from the US worked. Both Greece and Turkey remained 
capitalist and joined NATO. The US wasn’t entirely successful, however, in stopping the spread 
of communism. China, Vietnam, and North Korea all fell to communism. Berlin almost fell as 
well. Stalin was still trying to create his communist buffer along his western border. This meant 
that the city of Berlin would need to convert to communism. When Stalin blockaded the city, the 
US had no choice but to airlift in tons of goods and resources everyday. As seen in document 
five, the airlift was successful in preventing the fall of the city. When photos like this one made 
into newspapers, their audiences all around the world could see the strength of the Western 
Powers and the evil of the Soviet Union. This publicity helped convince the United States public 
that the mass production of weapons was needed in order to defend the country. Both the United 
States and the Soviet Union were producing cutting edge technology capable of wiping out 
millions of lives. From the United States point of view, if the US could produce the same 
weapons as the Russians than in the case of an attack they could always retaliate. In this way the 
US was able to reach their goal of ensuring the safety of the Untied States in a world that now 
new the power of nuclear weapons.  

All in all, the US, along with the rest of the Allies, was able to take down facism in Italy, 
Germany and Japan. Then the US was able to almost entirely contain the spread of communism 
and protect its citizens against the threat of nuclear bombing. The foreign policies of United 
States changed drastically during this time period and will continue to do so in the future.With a 
constantly changing world stage it is only logical that our foregin policies will grow and shift 
with the times, and hopefully we will continue to successfully accomplish our foreign policy 
goals.  


